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Selections/Appointments in India are not made through proper

merit-evaluations. The examinations for selections are taken du-

biously and question papers leak in an organised gang-oriented
manner.

Despite several posts, the simplest way to avoid it by setting

the question-paper in the night before, the exam-day and emailing
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There are high hopes from the present govt as the earlier rule of

some 60 years made it worse and ensured to select its faithful, obedient, loyal-politicians, kins of party-people/leaders, dominance of

regionalism, casteism, and those who are able to pay heavy bribes,
etc.

The Indians do not perform their duties with any sincerity and

the question paper to all exam-centres some 45 minute before the

devotion as they have no fear to loose jobs. The same Indians mani-

as the experts award marks based on the region, caste, political-

sincere worker.

exam-time will eliminate every chance of, a paper-leak is deliber-

ately not adopted for obvious reasons. Interviews are eye-washes
connections of the candidates. Once an expert gave 10 marks out

of 10 to a candidate of his mother-tongue and 0 (zero) marks to

fest very hard and sincere devotion when they work in America for
fear of getting fired if they do not manifest themselves as hard and
Most Indians are sham types, incompetently selected or are not

all other candidates. This kind of menace can easily be evaded by

placed/posted in the right places, and thus are not capable of dis-

date stammers and this will also be accepted in a court). I have de-

pers are not moved. In many situations, the jealously incompetent

keeping minimum or zero marks for the interview or declaring the
candidate as fit or unfit (for example, unfit when a teacher candi-

veloped a scientific methodology (published in an UK-Journal) for
merit evaluations using an index system based on geometric inte-

gration (it is more sensitive to even small quality changes and gives
realistic evaluation). This appeared in media as a result, some for-

eign Institutions shown interest to adopt it but unfortunately none

in India adopted it for obvious reasons. These are manifested by

shameful defeat of India by very small countries like New Zealand,
etc. in Cricket.

As a result, the merited ones choose to migrate out as soon as

they get an opportunity. Only a few lucky ones get selected in few
special areas where qualified people are in great shortage.

charging their duties well as a result of which, the papers/files do
not move. And obviously, how can, a country moves forward if pa-

types are neither capable of working nor allow competent ones to
work unless the credits are shared with them.

Unfortunately, the biggest factor responsible for the above stat-

ed situations prevailing in India is the entire Indian Judiciary (the
ruler-politician's tool) which apart from being highly corrupt of the

highest possible order, are totally and absolutely illiterate and are

taught/reminded of the basic laws by the counsels (who apart from
earning favours thus, also hobnob with opponents for extra earnings, as a routine). Such shameless Judiciary severely misuses its

Godly powers to suppress the people who are poor or are devoid
of any political power, vide the CONGRESS_TIME Supreme Court
strongly and repeatedly RULING (to protect the Academic-Crim-
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inals of IIT Roorkee) that the RTI-INFORMATION Of 1994 Were

51

More than 20 years OLD in 2006 (Nainital High Court WritPetition_726/08).

Another glaring example is the Misc. Case No.1234 (CCCC) of

2012 in the City Civil Court at Calcutta (arising out of Title Suit

No.141.of 2012) wherein the only person (the Editor of Journal of
Institution of Surveyors, India) who obeying the Court directives
(that the court proceedings be not published in the journal) directed the printer, publisher, Registrar, etc of the journal accordingly,

was not heard despite requests during his in-person appearance,

and was charged with contempt instead of charging the printer/
publisher/etc of the journal. It took them some 6 years to understand the facts.

5_India perhaps is the only country where money power of the

citizens gets them elected to enforce their political decisions/as-

pirations. The 60 years rulers, the Nehru-family, aquired the huge
wealth of former kings and of the State keeps the entire media/
agitators/etc on its heavy payrolls for maintaining their political
power and status.

The Indian politicians are thus, not interested in their nation's

development and this attitude can again lead India towards a possible enslavement?
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